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Abstract:

In vehicular ad hoc networks (VANETs), the eﬃciency of broadcasting protocol can dramatically aﬀect the performance of the entire network. Appropriate use of broadcasting
methods can reduce the number of rebroadcasting, therefore reduce the chance of contention and collision among neighboring nodes. A good broadcast protocol can achieve higher
throughput and lower energy consumption, without sacrificing the reachability or having any
significant degradation. A initial classification of broadcasting algorithms for VANETs consists of: simple flooding, probability based methods (PS and CBS), area base methods (DBS
and LBS), neighbor knowledge methods (FSP, SBA, DP, MR, AHBP, CDS, and LENWB).
An evaluation of these protocols can be found in [WC02], in which the IEEE 802.11 MAC
specification is used to simulate all these protocols.

Goals:
1. Classification of most relevant broadcasting methods for VANETs
2. Performance evaluation of broadcasting protocols
Conclusions:
1. Broadcasting protocols are base methods for other top level protocols like routing and
applications.
2. Optimizing broadcast parameters is crucial for improving the overall network performance in VANETs.
Relation with past
deliverables:
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